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Abstract. The change of the Willmore energy, as a special case of so-called Helfrich energy,
under second order infinitesimal bending of curves in a three-dimensional Euclidean space is
studied. The first and the second variation of the Willmore energy are obtained.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Infinitesimal bending of curves and surfaces is a part of the more general bend-
ing theory, which presents one of the main consisting parts of the global differential
geometry. A concept of infinitesimal bending dealt first with infinitesimal bending of
surfaces and then with the same problem in the theory of curves and manifolds.
Infinitesimal bending is determined by the stationarity of arc length s with appro-
priate precision, which is described with the condition
ds2  ds2 D o.m/; m 1;   0; ! 0:
Under infinitesimal bending, geometric magnitudes describing a curve and a surface
are changing and this change is determined by the variation. The variation is very
important in description of the flexibility and rigidity of curves and surfaces under
different kinds of deformations.
The Helfrich energy is geometrical magnitude describing the curve. It is given
with the equation
H.C /D 1
2
Z
I
.k  c0/2dsCL.C/;
where k denotes the curvature of a curve C , s is the arc length and L.C/ D RI ds
is the length of C . The map c0 W I 7! R; I  R is called spontaneous curvature.
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The constant  2 R is taken to be positive, so that the growth in length of a curve is
penalized. The above functional is motivated by the elasticity of cell membranes [5].
The special case where c0 D 0 and D 0 is known as Willmore (bending) energy
W.C/D 1
2
Z
I
k2ds;
and it can also be historically motivated by the so-called Euler-Bernoulli model of
elastic rods [13]. The most famous model of thin elastic rods is Euler’s elastica,
which is the solution of a variational problem that minimizes the Willmore energy of
a thin inextensible wire [11]. The elastica is also the mathematical model of the large-
scale configurations of deoxyribonucleic acid (DNA) molecules [12]. In [8] isometric
extremals of rotation were studied which are connected with functional
R
I kds.
The Willmore energy has been extensively investigated analytically and numeric-
ally in recent years and it is very interesting for research yet. In [3], the authors study
the long-time evolution of regular open curves in Rn, n 2, moving according to the
L2-gradient flow for a generalization of the Helfrich functional. In [2], the authors
examine the equilibrium conditions of a curve in space when a local energy penalty
is associated with its extrinsic geometrical state characterized by its curvature and
torsion. To do this, they tailor the theory of deformations to the Frenet-Serret frame
of the curve. In [9], the change of the Willmore energy of a curve under infinitesimal
bending of the first order is analyzed. Many papers are dedicated to the Willmore en-
ergy of deformed surfaces (see [6,15,16]). Some other quantities are also interesting
for studying at various deformations. For instance, a linear deformation technique
preserving the total curvature of the masterpiece is presented in [1].
This paper deals with the first and the second variation of the Willmore energy
under second order infinitesimal bending of curves. It represents a natural extension
of our previous paper [10] in which the second order infinitesimal bending of curves
was thoroughly studied.
2. SECOND ORDER INFINITESIMAL BENDING OF A CURVE IN R3
Let us consider a regular curve
C W rD r.s/D rŒu.s/; s 2 I D Œ0;L R; (2.1)
of a class C ˛; ˛  3, parameterized by the arc length s and included in a family of
the curves
C W Qr.s;/D r.s/D r.s/C .1/z .s/C 2.2/z .s/; (2.2)
where   0;  ! 0 and we get C for  D 0 (C D C0). The fields .j /z .s/ 2 C ˛;
˛  3; j D 1;2, are continuous vector functions defined in the points of C .
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Definition 1 ([4]). Family of curves C is an infinitesimal bending of the second
order of the curve C if
ds2  ds2 D o.2/: (2.3)
The field
.j /
z D .j /z .s/ is the infinitesimal bending field of the order j , j D 1;2 of
the curve C .
The previous condition is equivalent to the system of equations ([4]):
dr d .1/z D 0; 2dr d .2/z Cd .1/z d .1/z D 0;
where  stands for the scalar product in R3. This system is equivalent to the next
system of differential equations:
r0  .1/z 0 D 0; 2r0  .2/z 0C .1/z 0  .1/z 0 D 0;
where prime denotes a derivative with respect to arc length s.
Let ft;n1;n2g be an orthonormal basis along the curve C , where t is the unit tan-
gent, n1 and n2 are unit principal normal and binormal vector field of the curve,
respectively. We choose an orientation with n2 D tn1.
As the vector fields
.1/
z and
.2/
z are defined in the points of the curve C , they can be
presented in the form
.j /
z D .j /´ tC .j /´1n1C .j /´2n2; j D 1;2; (2.4)
where
.j /
´ ;
.j /
´1;
.j /
´2 are the functions of s.
Theorem 1 ([10]). Necessary and sufficient conditions for the fields
.j /
z (2.4), j D
1;2, to be infinitesimal bending fields of the corresponding order of a curve C are
.1/
´ 0 k.1/´1 D 0;
.2/
´ 0 k.2/´1 D 1
2
˚
Œk
.1/
´ C .1/´1 0   .1/´22C Œ .1/´1C .1/´2 02
	
;
(2.5)
where k is the curvature and  is the torsion of C .
Under infinitesimal bending geometric magnitudes of the curve are changing which
is described with variations of these geometric magnitudes.
Definition 2 ([14]). LetADA.s/ be a magnitude which characterizes a geometric
property on the curve C and A D A.s/ the corresponding magnitude on the curve
C being infinitesimal bending of the curve C and let the equation
ADA AD ıAC 2 ı2AC : : :C n ınAC : : : (2.6)
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be a valid one. The coefficients ıA;ı2A;: : : ; ınA;: : : are the first, the second, ..., the
n-th variation of the geometric magnitude A, respectively under the infinitesimal
bending C of the curve C .
This method was used for infinitesimal F -planar transformations [7].
In this paper we will consider the first and the second variation of a magnitude
under infinitesimal bending of the second order. For this reason, we can represent the
magnitude A by neglecting the terms in n, n 3.
It is easy to prove that the first and the second variation of a line element ds are
equal to zero, i. e. ı.ds/D ı2.ds/D 0.
Theorem 2 ([10]). Under a second order infinitesimal bending of a curve C , the
first and the second variation of the curvature are respectively
ık D k0.1/´ C .1/´1 00C .k2  2/.1/´1 2 .1/´2 0   0.1/´2; (2.7)
ı2k D k
2
.
.1/
´1C .1/´2 0/2C 1
2k
.k
.1/
´ C2 .1/´1 0C  0.1/´1C .1/´2 00  2.1/´2/2
C .k.2/´ C .2/´1 0   .2/´2/0  ..2/´2 0C  .2/´1/;
(2.8)
where k is the curvature and  is the torsion of C .
3. THE WILLMORE ENERGY UNDER INFINITESIMAL BENDING
Let us consider the Willmore energy of the curve C (2.1):
W D 1
2
Z
I
k2ds: (3.1)
The Willmore energy of deformed curve is
W D 1
2
Z
I
k2 ds D
1
2
Z
I
.kC  ıkC 2 ı2k/2.dsC  ı dsC 2 ı2ds/:
As it is ı ds D ı2ds D 0, we have
W DW C 
Z
I
k ık dsC 2
Z
I
.
1
2
.ık/2Ckı2k/ds;
which is obtained after neglecting the terms in 3 and 4. Therefore,
ıW D
Z
I
k ık ds; ı2W D
Z
I
.
1
2
.ık/2Ckı2k/ds: (3.2)
Theorem 3. Under a second order infinitesimal bending of a curve C , the first
variation of the Willmore energy is
ıW D
Z
I

.k00C 1
2
k3 k2/.1/´1C .2k0Ck 0/.1/´2

ds
C
Z
I
1
2
k2
.1/
´  k0.1/´1Ck.1/´1 0 2k .1/´2
0
ds:
(3.3)
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Proof. Applying the results (2.7) and (3.2) we get
ıW D
Z
I
kŒk0.1/´ C .1/´1 00C .k2  2/.1/´1 2 .1/´2 0   0.1/´2ds: (3.4)
Obviously, the equation
k
.1/
´1
00 D .k.1/´1 0/0 k0.1/´1 0; (3.5)
is valid and also
 k0.1/´1 0 D k00.1/´1  .k0.1/´1/0: (3.6)
Further,
 2 .1/´2 0k D . 2 .1/´2k/0C .2k/0.1/´2: (3.7)
Also, using the first equation in (2.5), we obtain
kk0.1/´ D .1
2
k2
.1/
´ /0  1
2
k2
.1/
´ 0 D .1
2
k2
.1/
´ /0  1
2
k3
.1/
´1: (3.8)
Substituting the results (3.5)-(3.8) into the equation (3.4) we confirm the validity of
the equation (3.3). 
Directly from the previous theorem, in the case of the plane curve ( D 0), we
obtain the next corollary.
Corollary 1. Under a second order infinitesimal bending of a plane curve, the
first variation of the Willmore energy is
ıW D
Z
I
.k00C 1
2
k3/
.1/
´1dsC
Z
I
1
2
k2
.1/
´  k0.1/´1Ck.1/´1 0
0
ds:
From equation (3.3) we can see that the second summand is an integral of a total
derivative. Also, we obtain the Euler-Lagrange equations
k00C 1
2
k3 k2 D 0; (3.9)
2k0Ck 0 D 0: (3.10)
These equations are the governing ones of the curve that minimize the integral (3.3).
After integrating equation (3.10), we obtain
k2 D const; (3.11)
which determines  as a function of k. If we substitute  into the equation (3.9) we
get a second order differential equation for k which is, obviously, integrable.
Theorem 4. Under a second order infinitesimal bending of a curve C , the second
variation of the Willmore energy is
ı2W D I1CI2; (3.12)
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where
I1 D
Z
I
1
2
Œk0.1/´ C .1/´1 00C .k2  2/.1/´1 2 .1/´2 0   0.1/´22
  3
4
.k
.1/
´1Ck.1/´2 0/2C 1
2
.k
.1/
´ C2 .1/´1 0C  0.1/´1C .1/´2 00  2.1/´2/2
  1
4
.k2
.1/
´ Ck.1/´1 0 k .1/´2/2ds;
I2 D
Z
I

.k00C 1
2
k3 k2/.2/´1C .2k0Ck 0/.2/´2

ds
C
Z
I
1
2
k2
.2/
´  k0.2/´1Ck.2/´1 0 2k .2/´2
0
ds
(3.13)
Proof. Based on the equations (2.7), (2.8) and (3.2) we get
ı2W D
Z
I
f1
2
Œk0.1/´ C .1/´1 00C .k2  2/.1/´1 2 .1/´2 0   0.1/´22
CkŒ k
2
.
.1/
´1C .1/´2 0/2C 1
2k
.k
.1/
´ C2 .1/´1 0C  0.1/´1C .1/´2 00  2.1/´2/2
C .k.2/´ C .2/´1 0   .2/´2/0  ..2/´2 0C  .2/´1/gds:
We can express the previous equation as ı2W D I1CI2 where
I1 D
Z
I
1
2
fŒk0.1/´ C .1/´1 00C .k2  2/.1/´1 2 .1/´2 0   0.1/´22
  .k .1/´1Ck.1/´2 0/2C .k .1/´ C2 .1/´1 0C  0.1/´1C .1/´2 00  2.1/´2/2gds;
I2 D
Z
I
Œk.k
.2/
´ C .2/´1 0   .2/´2/0 k..2/´2 0C  .2/´1/ds:
As it is
k.k
.2/
´ C .2/´1 0   .2/´2/0 D Œk.k.2/´ C .2/´1 0   .2/´2/ 0 kk0.2/´   .k0.2/´1/0Ck00.2/´1Ck0 .2/´2;
and also
k
.2/
´2
0 D .k .2/´2/0  .k/0.2/´2;
we obtain
I2 D
Z
I
Œ kk0.2/´ C .k00 k2/.2/´1C .2k0Ck 0/.2/´2
C
Z
I
Œk.k
.2/
´ C .2/´1 0   .2/´2/ k0.2/´1 k .2/´2 0ds:
Furthermore, it holds the equation
kk0.2/´ D .1
2
k2
.2/
´ /0  1
2
k2
.2/
´ 0;
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which, after using (2.5) gives
kk0.2/´ D .1
2
k2
.2/
´ /0  1
2
k3
.2/
´1C 1
4
k2Œ.k
.1/
´ C .1/´1 0   .1/´2/2C . .1/´1C .1/´2 0/2:
If we put the last summand from the previous equation into the expression for I1, and
the rest into I2, we confirm the validity of the equations (3.12), (3.13) after a bit of
calculation. 
Corollary 2. Under a second order infinitesimal bending of a plane curve, the
second variation of the Willmore energy is
ı2W D I1CI2;
where
I1 D
Z
I
1
2
Œk0.1/´ C .1/´1 00Ck2.1/´12  3
4
.k
.1/
´2
0/2C 1
2
.
.1/
´2
00/2  1
4
.k2
.1/
´ Ck.1/´1 0/2ds;
I2 D
Z
I
.k00C 1
2
k3/
.2/
´1dsC
Z
I
1
2
k2
.2/
´  k0.2/´1Ck.2/´1 0
0
ds:
If we compare the expressions of the first variation and the part I2 of the second
variation of the Willmore energy, we conclude the Euler-Lagrange equations
k00C 1
2
k3 k2 D 0;
2k0Ck 0 D 0
are the same in both cases. This means that the same governing equations of the
curve minimize the integrals ıW and I2.
It is sometimes useful to get a family of closed curves under infinitesimal bend-
ing of a closed curve (infinitesimal bending without ”tearing”). In that case we must
specify the condition z.0/D z.L/ for the infinitesimal bending field. Also, we sup-
pose that the curve, as well as the infinitesimal bending field are sufficiently smooth.
Keeping this in mind we have the next corollary.
Corollary 3. Under a second order infinitesimal bending of a closed curve C , the
first and the second variation of the Willmore energy are:
ıW D
Z
I

.k00C 1
2
k3 k2/.1/´1C .2k0Ck 0/.1/´2

; ds
ı2W D
Z
I
1
2
Œk0.1/´ C .1/´1 00C .k2  2/.1/´1 2 .1/´2 0   0.1/´22
  3
4
.k
.1/
´1Ck.1/´2 0/2C 1
2
.k
.1/
´ C2 .1/´1 0C  0.1/´1C .1/´2 00  2.1/´2/2
  1
4
.k2
.1/
´ Ck.1/´1 0 k .1/´2/2C .k00C 1
2
k3 k2/.2/´1C .2k0Ck 0/.2/´2

ds:
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